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3 ETH Zurih, SwitzerlandAbstrat This extended abstrat gives an overview of an algorithmitehnique for ompositional veri�ation of sequential programs with pro-edures. The tehnique addresses ontrol �ow safety properties expressedin a suitable temporal logi, and is based on a maximal model onstru-tion for algorithmially deiding the orretness of property deomposi-tion. Here, we summarize the approah and disuss its main ingredientsand ontributions. We also disuss related and future work, and onludewith referenes to the relevant publiations, where the tehnial detailsare presented.1 MotivationOver the last years, omputer systems have beome inreasingly dynami: theyare omposed of various ommuniating omponents that an join the system orbe put together dynamially. Typial examples are mobile smart devies (mo-bile phones, smart ards, television set top boxes, PDAs et.) and dynamiallyreon�guring distributed systems. When allowing the dynami addition of newomponents, one wishes to ensure that this will not have any negative impaton the global behaviour of the system. In partiular when the system ontainsprivay�sensitive information, as is for example the ase for smart ards ontain-ing health are information or eletroni purses, strong seurity guarantees arerequired. With the aeptane of evaluation shemes suh as Common Criteria1,industry has ome to realise that the way to ahieve suh high guarantees is toadopt the use of formal methods in industrial pratie.The tehniques that we have developed are appliable in any ontext on-erned with inter-proedural ontrol-�ow properties of omponents ommuni-ating via proedure alls. Interesting properties of suh omponents inlude forexample type safety, memory onsumption, and illiit data or ontrol �ow. Weonentrate on the last ategory of properties. More preisely, we study sequen-tial (i.e., single-threaded) programs and propose a spei�ation and veri�ation1 See http://www.ommonriteria.org.



method for safety properties of inter-proedural ontrol �ow, i.e., propertiesdesribing safe sequenes of proedure invoations. Typial examples of ontrol-�ow safety properties are: �m1 never alls m2�, �m1 is never alled when m2 isalled�, �m1 is only alled after m2 is alled�, and �m1 is only alled from within
m2� (see [14℄ for a formalisation).So far, most researh on formal veri�ation in this area has foused on theorretness or seurity of a single program omponent (e.g., [17,8,3℄). However,in the ontext of mobile ode we also need tehniques to support veri�ationof systems for whih it is not known in advane what its omponents will be.In suh situations one needs ompositional veri�ation tehniques , that is teh-niques where one states minimal requirements for the omponents that an be-ome available later, and then veri�es (at loading time) that the omponentsatually respet these requirements. Only then, existing omponents an safelyommuniate with new omponents, without orrupting the orretness or seu-rity of the whole system. In partiular, suh tehniques an support the seurepost-issuane loading of new appliations onto smart devies. Suh a omposi-tional veri�ation tehnique should not only be sound, but also omplete, in thesense that false negatives are avoided, i.e., omponents that are atually seureshould not be rejeted2.2 ApproahOur veri�ation method is ompositional : it allows us to verify global guaranteesof a system even if the implementations of some omponents are not yet availableat veri�ation time. This is ahieved by abstrating the missing omponents bylogial assumptions. These assumptions an be veri�ed later, when the imple-mentations beome available. Suh a veri�ation approah is embodied by thefollowing proof priniple:

|= A : φ X : φ |= X ⊗ B : ψ

|= A⊗B : ψwhere A and B are omponents, and X is a omponent variable. This prinipleredues the problem of showing that the omposition of omponents A and Bsatis�es ψ, where the implementation of A is not yet known, to three tasks:1. deompose the global property ψ by �nding a suitable loal property φ ofomponent A,2. prove orretness of the deomposition, i.e., verify that for any omponentXsatisfying φ, X omposed with B satis�es ψ (seond premise), and2 Completeness is also ruial to avoid typial soial engineering attaks, where thedevie user gets so frustrated with the system repeatedly rejeting new omponents,that he/she will simply aept all, without atually inspeting whether they passedveri�ation or not.



3. when the implementation of A beomes available, verify that it satis�es theloal property φ (�rst premise).Notie that this rule an be applied repeatedly, to replae several omponentsby assumptions.The ompositionality of the method supports di�erent senarios for seureon�guration of omponents on a devie (or platform), where the tasks abovean potentially be delegated to di�erent authorities. In one suh senario, thedevie issuer (or platform provider) spei�es both the global guarantee (e.g., aseurity poliy) and the loal assumptions, and veri�es � using the tehniquesdesribed in this paper � that the deomposition is orret, meaning that theloal spei�ation is su�ient to establish the global spei�ation. Eah time anew omponent is to be added (i.e., loaded on the devie), an algorithm providedby the devie issuer heks whether the omponent implementation satis�es therequired spei�ation. An alternative senario is that the devie issuer only pro-vides the global guarantee (and loal assumptions for its own omponents), andleaves it to the omponent provider to ome up with an appropriate loal spei�-ation for eah omponent to be added. As in the previous senario, an algorithmprovided by the devie issuer heks the omponent against the loal spei�a-tion upon loading, but now also the property deomposition needs to be veri�edat loading time, potentially on�devie.Task (1) above is a manual one and requires insight into the system, whilethe other two an be automated. We show how Task (2) and Task (3) an bealgorithmially redued to problems for whih standard algorithmi tehniquesexist [22℄.The approah that we take to handle Task (2) is inspired by the pioneeringwork on automati modular veri�ation by Grumberg and Long [19℄. To hekwhether X : φ |= X ⊗ B : ψ holds we replae X by a maximal model θ(φ)and then verify |= θ(φ) ⊗B : ψ algorithmially. The maximal model θ(φ) repre-sents all models satisfying φ in the sense that it simulates exatly those modelsand thus satis�es preisely the properties enjoyed by all these models. For thistehnique to be sound and appliable it is required that maximal models existfor the hosen logi and simulation relation, ⊗ preserves simulation, and logialproperties are preserved by simulation. In earlier work [7℄, we explored dedutiveveri�ation of orretness of deompositions based on a proof system. The logionsidered there was more expressive, but the interative nature of the approahrequired onsiderable time and expertise from the user, rendering the approahless preferable in many situations as ompared to algorithmi solutions like theone presented here.We are interested in safety properties of both the struture and the behaviourof programs. Sine the same behaviour an be brought about by di�erent stru-tures, a behavioural property language allows properties to be expressed in amore abstrat fashion. However, as a rule, behavioural properties require ompu-tationally more expensive veri�ation tehniques. Still, they an often be (equiv-alently) reformulated on the strutural level, with the advantage of allowing moree�ient veri�ation. To support both kinds of properties, we distinguish between



a strutural and a behavioural level of programs. Both struture and behaviourare ast via the abstrat notion of model (or labelled Kripke struture). Then,strutural properties are interpreted over the (�nite-state) ontrol-�ow graphsthemselves, while behavioural properties are interpreted over the (in�nite-state)behaviours indued by the strutures. The logi we employ to express suh prop-erties is a modal logi with box modalities and simultaneous greatest �xed points(written in equational form), whih is expressively equivalent to the fragment ofthe modal mu-alulus with box modalities and greatest �xed points only [25℄.The fragment is known to be adequate for expressing safety properties (f. [11℄).Beause of the lose relationship between logial satisfation and simulation be-tween models, and the ompositional properties of simulation, this logi, whihfor onveniene we term simulation logi, is partiularly suitable for ompo-sitional veri�ation via maximal models. We instantiate simulation logi andsimulation at both the strutural and the behavioural levels.To handle Task (3) for programs with private proedures, we de�ne the notionof interfae behaviour , whih gives an abstrat view of the program behaviour byfousing on the publi proedures. In addition, we de�ne an inlining transforma-tion that reursively inlines all alls to private proedures. This transformationover-approximates the interfae behaviour, thus reduing the task to showingthat the inlined program respets property φ. For the latter, we apply standardalgorithmi veri�ation tehniques.3 ContributionsThe main ontribution of our work is a sound and omplete ompositional veri�-ation priniple for sequential programs with proedures, for properties expressedin simulation logi, and its adaptation to programs with private proedures. Inmore detail, the ontributions are as follows.Program Model. Most of the existing work on ompositional model hekingfouses on the veri�ation of parallel ompositions of �nite-state proesses. Weextend ompositional model heking to an important lass of in�nite-state pro-grams, namely sequential programs with proedures. In our papers, we referto programs as applets and to proedures as methods , but we would like tostress that our tehnique is appliable to many di�erent kinds of programs withproedures. We represent applets as olletions of method ontrol-�ow graphsequipped with interfaes of provided and required methods. Applet omposi-tion forms the disjoint union of the respetive olletions of method graphs andallows the omposed applets to ommuniate via method invoation. Appletsorrespond to a sublass of pushdown proesses, with potentially in�nite-statebehaviour (f. [13℄).Maximal Model Constrution. We establish a logial haraterisation of the stan-dard notion of simulation between models and, vie versa, a behavioural har-aterisation of logial satisfation in terms of maximal models . In partiular, we



have developed a novel maximal model onstrution, onsisting of a step-wisetransformation of the formula into a semantially equivalent normal form, whihis isomorphi to a maximal model for the formula. To the best of our knowledge,this is the �rst maximal model onstrution for (a variant of) the modal µ-alulus, whih inludes the full expressive power of simultaneous greatest �xedpoints.Maximal Applet Constrution. When tailoring the maximal model tehniqueto applets, we require that the maximal model for a given property is itself anapplet. This is neessary for ompleteness of the tehnique. Sine the veri�a-tion of |= θ(φ) ⊗ B : ψ is deidable in our setup, ompleteness guarantees thatif the veri�ation of the orretness of deomposition fails, there is indeed anapplet F among the set of models suh that F satis�es φ but F ⊗ B does notsatisfy ψ. Completeness is thus essential in that it eliminates the possibility offalse negatives. Therefore, in ase |= θ(φ)⊗B : ψ fails, we know that we have tostrengthen φ and iterate the proess.To adapt the maximal model tehnique to strutural properties, we �rst give alogial haraterisation of interfaes by de�ning, for a given interfae I a stru-tural formula φI whih is satis�ed exatly by those models representing appletstrutures with this interfae, and then de�ne the maximal applet for a giveninterfae I and strutural property φ by θI(φ) = θ(φI ∧ φ). Sine θ(φI ∧ φ) sat-is�es both φ and φI , this guarantees that the resulting maximal model is indeedan applet struture with interfae I satisfying the strutural formula φ.However, for behavioural properties there is in general no unique maximal applet:di�erent applets, inomparable by simulation, might exist that satisfy the sameproperty. It is ongoing work to investigate under what onditions and how thisolletion of maximal applets an be haraterised exatly. Preliminary resultsin this diretion are available from [21℄.Compositional Veri�ation. Our haraterisation results, together with resultslinking the strutural and behavioural levels, give rise to a ompositional veri�-ation priniple of the shape suggested above, where the global guarantee an beeither strutural or behavioural, but the loal assumptions are always strutural.We establish the soundness and ompleteness of the priniple, and adapt exist-ing algorithmi tehniques for dealing with the resulting veri�ation sub-tasks.Interfae Abstration. To address programs with private methods, we extend ourompositional veri�ation method to interfae properties of applets. This exten-sion is neessary to keep the veri�ation time for real-life appliations aeptable(i.e., within a few seonds). To abstrat from internal, private behaviour we de-�ne an abstration whih redues the set of methods of a given applet to theset of its publi methods, while over-approximating the interfae behaviour ofthe applet. This abstration is based on inlining of private methods. We de�nethe notion of interfae behaviour , and show the abstration to be sound withrespet to publi interfae properties: every property that holds for the interfae



behaviour of the inlined applet (whih oinides with its behaviour sine it has noprivate behaviour) also holds for the interfae behaviour of the original applet.Sine the abstration transformation an introdue new interfae behaviours,ompleteness, on the other hand, does not hold in general. However, for the asewhen the onrete implementation is last-all reursive (that is, reursive allsare not followed in the ontrol-�ow graph by any other method alls3), the ab-stration tehnique is omplete with respet to observable interfae properties:if suh a property does not hold of the inlined applet it does not hold of theoriginal applet either.Tool support and real-life ase study. To support our ompositional veri�a-tion tehnique, we have developed a tool set. This tool set integrates our ownimplementations in Oaml of the maximal applet onstrution and the inliningalgorithm with an implementation of a model extrator, build on top of theSOOT framework [34℄, and a number of external model heking tools. We havevalidated this tool set on an industrial ase study, namely an eletroni pursesmart ard applet for whih we have veri�ed the absene of ertain illiit ontrol�ows between Purse and Loyalty applets. In partiular, we ensured that dif-ferent Loyalty applets on the ard annot ommuniate information about thetransation log table � that is needed to orretly ompute the points in theloyalty program � among themselves, instead they all need to register (and pay)to get this information diretly from the Purse. In this ase study, the inliningtehnique proved to be an essential ingredient that enabled the ompositionalveri�ation of the otherwise too large model.Note that our ontributions span the omplete spetrum from the theoretialunderpinnings of the ompositional applet veri�ation tehnique (our prinipalontribution) to its support by a tool set and its appliation to an industrialase study.4 Related WorkThe tehniques and tools that we have developed to support ompositional ver-i�ation of sequential proedures are related to several di�erent researh areas.Program Model. The programmodel used in the present paper has been inspiredby the work of Besson et al. [8℄, who verify stak properties for Java programs.Typially, the behaviour of programs with reursion is modelled as PushdownAutomata, as e.g., in [17℄.Reursive state mahines were introdued by Alur et al. [3℄ as a formalismapable of modelling the ontrol �ow of sequential imperative programs ontain-ing reursive proedure alls. This program model is losely related to our own,3 This notion is a generalisation of the notion of tail reursiveness, where reursivealls are the last statements of their methods. In pratie, for industrial ode it isvery ommon to be last-all reursive.



but is �ner in that alls and returns relate individual entry and return nodes,thus allowing the e�et of data to be modelled. The authors develop e�ientalgorithms for (global) model heking of reursive state mahines against LTLand CTL* properties, and investigate their omplexity.Temporal Logi. Related to the above program models is the temporal logi ofalls and returns CaRet proposed by Alur et al. [4℄. This logi allows to speifyproperties in terms of method alls and returns, thus inreasing the expressive-ness of temporal logi while retaining deidability of model heking. A speialveri�ation strategy is de�ned, that is able to �jump over� internal omputations.An extension of this logi was reently presented by Alur et al. [2℄. Among othermodalities, it introdues the useful �within� modality, whih is not expressible insimulation logi. While these logis may be more adequate than simulation logifor speifying behavioural properties of programs with proedures, they would(arguably) require more involved tehniques for ompositional veri�ation.Compositional Veri�ation. There is a wealth of methods for ompositional ver-i�ation of onurrent programs, most notably assumption/ommitment basedreasoning about proesses with synhronous message passing, and the rely/guar-antee method for shared-variable onurreny. A systemati overview of theseand related proof methods, some of whih have been adapted to support algo-rithmi veri�ation is given by De Roever et al. [32℄. However, these tehniquesdo not address programs with reursive proedures.Laster and Grumberg [28℄ present a ompositional method for sequentialprograms written in a high-level While language (without proedures). Theirtehnique partitions the program text into a sequene of sequentially omposedsubprograms, whih an be model heked individually using assumptions onthe properties holding at the ut points.Alur and Grosu [5℄ present an assume-guarantee style ompositional veri�-ation priniple for a hierarhi extension of reative state mahines. However,their approah does not address programs with reursion.Ly [29℄ also proposes a ompositional method for deiding ontrol-�ow prop-erties of proedural programs based on loal strutural assumptions and globalbehavioural guarantees. He generalises our deidability results to monadi seond-order logi for programs whose ontrol-�ow graphs have a bounded tree-width.To the best of our knowledge, so far this approah has not been implemented ina tool.The method of partial model heking introdued by Andersen [6℄ is basedon a redution proedure that removes the top-level operator from a proessalgebra term and omputes a new property for the redued term. To verify thatthe produt P ×Q of two proesses has some property φ, the redution �divides�the property φ by Q to yield φ/Q, whih an be e�etively omputed only if Qis �nite.Maximal Models for Compositional Veri�ation. The original maximal modeltehnique by Grumberg and Long [19℄ was designed for ACTL, the universal frag-



ment of CTL, and later extended to ACTL*, the universal fragment of CTL*,by Kupferman and Vardi [26℄. These works study synhronous parallel omposi-tions of sequential proesses under fairness assumptions. Sine we are interestedin safety properties of sequential programs, we do not need to add fairness toour models. Simulation logi and ACTL* are expressively inomparable: live-ness properties suh as GFp (�in�nitely often p�) are expressible in ACTL*,but not in simulation logi, while the µ-alulus formula νX. p ∧ [−][−]X (�pholds on every other level of the omputation tree�) is easily translated to sim-ulation logi (whih is in equational form), but not expressible in ACTL*. Ourtransformational approah to the maximal model onstrution is loser to animplementation than the automata-theoreti onstrutions in the ited papers,sine it already inludes ertain optimisations, e.g., removal of dupliate andunreahable equations.Charaterisation results onneting logis and behavioural preorders similarto ours are desribed by Larsen and Boudol [12℄ (see also [27℄), who onstrutmaximal models in the form of modal transition systems w.r.t. the re�nementpreorder for Hennessy-Milner logi (HML) [23℄. Simulation logi and HML areexpressively inomparable: existential properties are not expressible in simula-tion logi, while o-reursive properties (suh as invariants) are not expressible inHML. Sine HML does not inlude �xed points, the onstruted maximal mod-els are essentially �nite forests. Apart from the absene of diamond modalitiesin simulation logi, our onstrution an be seen as an extension of Larsen andBoudol's with greatest �xed points. The extension of HML with greatest �xedpoints (or, equivalently, simulation logi with diamond modalities) requires moregeneral models than modal transition systems: a �nite maximal modal transitionsystem does not exist for all formulae of this logi ([15℄, see also [16℄). Bouaj-jani et al. [11℄ de�ne maximal models for a o-reursive modal logi expressingsafety properties. Their logi has an expressive power similar to ours, but is some-what less standard as it inludes a onnetive orresponding to non-deterministihoie.A more reent appliation of the maximal model tehnique is presented byGoldman and Katz [18℄ in the ontext of modular veri�ation of aspets . Whilelose in spirit to our veri�ation priniple, the priniple presented by the authorsis for a more ompliated omposition operator. The priniple is based on themaximal model of the aspet property (whih is not neessary a legal aspetbehaviour) and is therefore sound, but not omplete.5 Future workThe program model whih forms the basis for our analyses is rather abstrat. Weare urrently investigating how to extend our tehniques to �ner programmodels.In partiular, we are onsidering program models apturing multi�threading andexeptions. Our ompositional veri�ation priniple remains valid, as long as thenotions of struture and behaviour (and the orresponding notions of simulation



and logi) an be extended so that the neessary tehnial onditions still apply.However, the veri�ation problem for the global behavioural property beomesundeidable in the presene of multi�threading [31℄ (when onsidering the sameprimitives as in e.g., Java), thus appropriate abstration tehniques have to beemployed for this task (as proposed in e.g., [10,9,30℄). A further extension ofsigni�ant interest is adding data to the program model, so that a more preiseontrol �ow an be modelled, and properties over data an be spei�ed. Thisrequires again the use of appropriate abstrations in order to retain deidabilityof the veri�ation problems.In priniple, our veri�ation tehnique an be extended to more powerful log-is, for example to the full modal µ-alulus. However, adding diamond modali-ties and least �xed-point reursion to the logi requires a more general notion ofmodel (and hene applet strutures and behaviours) in the framework; for exam-ple, see [16,1℄ for suh models and orresponding maximal model onstrutions.Further we are investigating under what restritions one an onstrut max-imal applets for behavioural properties, thus extending the method to deal withloal behavioural properties. The approah we take is to de�ne a translationfrom behavioural properties into olletions of strutural properties, suh thatany applet that is simulated by a maximal applet for one of the strutural prop-erties satis�es the original behavioural one. Preliminary results in this diretionare available from [21℄.6 Further ReadingThis paper ontains (slightly modi�ed) fragments from a long overview paper,desribing our work [22℄. The overview paper has the following ontents. First, itpresents the theoretial foundation for our work: it de�nes the models and logithat we onsider, together with appropriate notions of simulation and satisfa-tion. Next, it presents our novel maximal model onstrution, and shows howlogial satisfation of a formula is equivalent to simulation by the orrespond-ing maximal model. Then it disusses how our results instantiate to applets, atstrutural and at behavioural level, and presents the ompositional veri�ationpriniple. Next, the inlining abstration that we use to be able to verify interfaeproperties over applets with private methods, is presented. Finally, it illustrateshow our approah is implemented as a tool set and is applied to an industrialase study.Several results have been presented earlier. The maximal model onstrutionand ompositional veri�ation priniple are presented in [33℄. The abstrationtehnique for applets with private methods is presented in [20℄. The ase studywas presented in [24℄, but without taking the di�erene between publi andprivate methods into aount.
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